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I. Statement of the Case1

EXCO Operating Company, LP (“EXCO” or “Applicant”)2 seeks an exception to
Statewide Rule 32 to flare casinghead gas (“gas”) from 69 flare points on various leases
consisting of 138 wells, Briscoe Ranch (Eagleford) Field, Dimmit and Zavala Counties,
Texas. The wells are currently connected to a gas gathering system (“system” or
“pipeline”), which was previously utilized for the sale of approximately 70% of the gas via
an agreement between EXCO and the prior owner of the subject wells. No agreement is
currently in effect to either sell or transport the gas. No gas has been transported via the
system since December 31, 2017. EXCO has been flaring under administrative
exceptions and a Commission Final Order in Oil and Gas Docket No. 01-0299832.

The application is protested by Williams MLP Operating, LLC and Mockingbird
Midstream Gas Services, LLC, (collectively, “Williams”). Williams is the operator of the
connected gas gathering system. In Williams’ Notice of Protest, Williams states, “Williams
believes the gas EXCO seeks to flare is dedicated to Williams and that Williams has a
right and interest in gathering it.”5 Williams stated in its opening statement, “We are
protesting EXCO’s request to flare millions of Mcf of gas that should be safely and reliably
handled otherwise.”6

OOGC America LLC (“OOGC”) and U.S. Energy Development Corporation (“U.S.
Energy”) appeared as intervenors. OOGC is the non-operating working interest owner of
128 of the 138 wells that are the subject of this Docket.7 OOGC states it owns roughly
30% of the production from the subject wells.8 U.S. Energy is an offset operator. Following
a prehearing conference, OOGC and U.S. Energy aligned with EXCO.

This is a case of first impression. This is the first protested Statewide Rule 32
application. Statewide Rule 32 was adopted effective December 4, 1996. Since that time,
thousands of applications have been approved either administratively or via Commission
order.9 This application is not protested by adjacent operators in the field, or landowners,
but by the midstream. Additionally, this is the first time an operator has sought to flare
nearly 100% of its gas (that not used for on-lease purposes) while connected to a
gathering system that states it is “available” to take the gas.

The transcript for the hearing in this case is in multiple parts and is referred to as either “Prehearing,” ‘Merits,” or
“Post-hearing,” then by volume if applicable, and page and line numbers. For example: “Merits Tr. Vi. pg., In.”.
Exhibits are referred to by sponsoring operator name [Exhibit No.].”

2 may also refer to its affiliate Raider Marketing, LP.
Statewide Rule 32 refers to 16 Tex. Admin. code § 3.32.

“‘EXCO Exhibit No. 9, Statewide Rule 32(i)(4).
Williams’s Notice of Protest at 1.

6 Merits Tr. Vi. pg. 33, In. 17-21.
Prehearing Tr. pg. 8, In. 6.

8 Prehearing Tr. pg. 8, In. 5.
See hffps://www.rrc.texas.gov/about-us/resource-center/faqs/oil-gas-faqs/faq-flaring-regulation/.
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After much consideration, the Technical Examiner and Administrative Law Judge
(collectively, “Examiners”) conclude EXCO has met its burden of proof under Statewide
Rule 32 and recommend the application be granted and the flaring permits issued. The
Examiners find the recommendation appropriate at this time given the issues involved
and given the fact that EXCO would need flaring authority even if the Williams’ system
was available, to account for low pressure issues, periodic upset and maintenance, and
for the remainder of the gas the Williams system is unable to take. This recommendation
should not be taken as an indication that the Examiners would recommend flaring for all
gas in the future or if the facts were different. “EXCO has stated it’s hope to cease flaring,
and ideally sell its casinghead gas at a profit.”1° The Examiners encourage EXCO to
vigorously seek a solution to flaring the majority of its gas, that it make a good-faith
attempt to direct the gas to or utilize the gas for purposes and uses authorized by law, in
accordance with Statewide Rule 32(i)(2), prior to the expiration of the recommended
authority.

II. Jurisdiction and Notice

Sections 81.051 and 81.052 of the Texas Natural Resources Code provide the
Commission11 with jurisdiction over all persons owning or engaged in drilling or operating
oil or gas wells in Texas and the authority to adopt all necessary rules for governing and
regulating persons and their operations under the jurisdiction of the Commission.

Statewide Rule 32 contains no notice of application requirements either for
administrative applications or for exceptions sought via hearing, such as the immediate
case. However, Commission practice for exceptions sought via hearing has been to
provide notice to all adjacent operators in the field.

On February 8, 2018, the Hearings Division of the Commission sent a Notice of
Hearing (“Notice”) to the parties and to any offset/adjacent operators in the field setting a
hearing date of March 14, 2018.12 Consequently, the parties received more than 10 days’
notice. The Notice contains: (1) a statement of the time, place, and nature of the hearing;
(2) a statement of the legal authority and jurisdiction under which the heating is to be
held; (3) a reference to the particular sections of the statutes and rules involved; and (4)
a short and plain statement of the mailers asserted.13 By letter sent March 7, 2018, to all
on the service list, the noticed hearing was converted to a prehearing conference. The
prehearing conference was held on March 14, 2018, as noticed. The purpose of the
prehearing conference was to determine the parties and party status, set a docket control
order if necessary, and set a date for the hearing on the merits. EXCO, Williams, OOGC
and U.S. Energy appeared at the preheating conference. After hearing argument, the
parties were aligned, with EXCO as the applicant and OOGC and U.S. Energy in support

° EXCO’s Response to Williams’ closing Brief at 11.
Commission refers to Railroad Commission of Texas.

12 See Notice of Hearing.
13 See Tex. Govt Code § 2001 .051, 052; 16 Tex. Admin. Code § 1.42, 1.45.
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of approval of EXCO’s application and Williams in opposition. The parties agreed on the
record to a hearing on the merits for May 23, 2018, continued to May 24, 2018, if
necessary. The parties were also provided notice of and appeared at a post-hearing
conference on September 5, 2018.

Ill. Applicable Legal Authority

Statewide Rule 32 governs the utilization for legal purposes of natural gas and
casinghead gas produced under the jurisdiction of the Commission. Per current practice,
applications to vent or flare will initially be approved for incremental periods no longer
than forty-five days, up to a maximum of 180 days. In the event an operator anticipates a
need for additional time for venting and flaring, the Commission can grant an extension
only when and if the operator demonstrates the need for such an extension. Pursuant to
SWR 32(i)(3), an operator shall file an application and fee for renewal of an exception
with the Commission at least 21 days prior to expiration of the existing exception.

Statewide Rule 32(j)(1) states:

An operator may request a hearing on any application for an exception or
exception renewal required by this section.14

EXCO seeks relief pursuant to Statewide Rule 32(h)(4), which states:

Requests for exceptions for more than 180-days and volumes greater than
50 mcf of hydrocarbon gas per day shall be granted only in a final order
signed by the commission.15

Additionally, EXCO seeks relief under Statewide Rule 32(f)(2)(E), which states:

(f) Gas Releases in Oil and Gas Production Operations. (2) The commission
or the commission’s delegate may administratively grant or renew an
exception to the requirements or limitations of this subsection subject to the
requirements of subsection (h) to allow additional releases of gas if the
operator of a well or production facility presents information to show the
necessity for the release. The volume of gas that is released must be
measured or estimated in accordance with §3.27 of this title (relating to Gas
To Be Measured and Surface Commingling of Gas) and reported on the
appropriate commission form and shall be charged to the operator’s
allowable production. Necessity for the release includes, but is not limited
to, the following situations: (E) Avoiding curtailment of gas production which
will result in a reduction of ultimate recovery from a gas well or oil reservoir.

14 16 Tex. Admin. code § 3.32(j)(1).
15 16 Tex. Admin. Code § 3.32(h)(4).
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EXCO is currently flaring 20 of the 69 flare points via authority granted by the
Commission in the Final Order of Oil & Gas Docket No. 01-0299832, authority expiring
March 11, 2018, and administrative exceptions for the remaining flare points expiring
December 5, 2017, or on dates thereafter.16 Statewide Rule 32(h) states in part:

The commission or the commission’s delegate may administratively grant
an exception authorized by this section provided that the requirements of
this subsection are met.17

On December 21, 2017, EXCO filed the current application and request for
hearing.18 EXCO has continued to flare per Statewide Rule 32(h)(7), which states in part:

If an operator files an application, accompanied by the required fee, for
renewal of an existing exception to the requirements of this section at least
21 days before the expiration of the existing exception and the existing
authority expires before the commission acts on the application, the
operator is authorized to continue to operate under the existing authority
pending final commission action on the application.19

Historically, permits to flare have been granted for situations where the cost to
build the facilities to treat and/or transport the gas is uneconomical, for line pressure
issues, line capacity issues, or to allow flaring during periodic upset or maintenance.
Economics have been based solely on the estimated value of the gas. For those
previously granted authority, they have stated or shown that waste will result if the wells
are shut-in due to the inability to flare through an ultimate reduction of recoverable
hydrocarbons and/or damage to the reservoir.20

IV. EXCO’s Acquisition of the Wells, Sales/Gathering Agreement, and
Bankruptcy

EXCO purchased the wells from Chesapeake Exploration, L.L.C. (“Chesapeake
Exploration”) in 2013.21 The gathering agreement associated with the wells, to which
Williams is a party, EXCO rejected. Therefore, EXCO did not become a party to that
gathering agreement as a result of the purchase of the Chesapeake Exploration assets.22

16 EXCO Exhibit No. 9.
17 16 Tex. Admin. Code § 3.32(h).
18 Dale Miller letter filed with the Oil and Gas Division and referred to the Hearings Division on January 3, 2018.

16 Tex. Admin. Code § 3.32(h)(7).
20 See https://rrc.texas.gov/heanngs/dockets/oil-gas-proposals-for-decision-and-orders/index-for-332/.
21 EXCO Exhibit No. 1.
22 Merits Tt. Vi. pg. 44, In. 3-12.
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EXCO and Chesapeake Energy Marketing (“Chesapeake”) entered into an agreement,
Transaction Confirmation No. 7, a NAESB (North American Energy Standards Board)
agreement, whereby EXCO sold the gas to Chesapeake, and Chesapeake nominated
the gas to Williams’ system.23 Following an attempt by EXCO to gain Chesapeake’s
approval to assign Transaction Confirmation No. 7 to a third party, Chesapeake
terminated the agreement effective May 31, 201 724 Prior to the hearing, EXCO filed suit
against Chesapeake in federal court.25

Mr. Farquharson, EXCO’s VP, CFO and Treasurer, testified “the agreement
between EXCO and Chesapeake was a fixed price with the agreement between
Chesapeake and Williams as a cost of service model, at a rate higher than the fixed price
EXCO had agreed to pay Chesapeake.”26 Chesapeake was responsible for paying any
gap between its EXCO agreement and its agreement with Williams. EXCO is currently in
litigation with Chesapeake regarding termination of this agreement.27 The day after
termination of Transaction Confirmation No. 7, EXCO shut in over 70 wells.28 Afterwards,
EXCO and Chesapeake entered into a series of month-to-month transaction
confirmations until the end of 2017, which allowed EXCO to produce all of its wells.29
Evidence was presented to show that Williams and EXCO have attempted to reach a
gathering agreement. No agreement was reached during the time the record was open,
nor have the parties notified the Examiners that an agreement has been reached since.

On January 15, 2018, EXCO filed bankruptcy. Prior to the bankruptcy filing, EXCO
filed the subject application, on December 21, 2017, for an exception to Statewide Rule
32. On March 14, 2018, at the prehearing conference, EXCO’s counsel indicated that the
Statewide Rule 32 application should proceed notwithstanding the bankruptcy. In
subsequent briefing, Williams showed support for the statement, contending there would
be no violation of the automatic stay,3° as the application is a post-petition proceeding at
the request of the debtor.31 In briefing, EXCO agreed, but went on to indicate that in its
opinion, an order directing EXCO to use Williams’ system would be a violation of the
automatic stay.

23 Merits Tr. Vi. pg. 67-73 and pg. 111-112 and EXCO Exhibit No. 2.
24 Merits It. Vi. pg. 73, In. 1-16 and EXCO Exhibit No. 3.
25 MeritsTr. Vi. pg. 45, In. 1-15.
26 Merits Tr. Vi. pg. 76, In. 18-22.
27 MeritsTr. Vi. pg. 45, In. 12-15 and MeritsTr. Vi, pg. 81, In. 16-18.
28 MeritsTr. Vi. pg. 81, In. 11-15.
29 MeritsTr. Vi. pg. 81-85.
30 In United States bankruptcy law, an automatic stay is an automatic injunction that halts certain actions after a

debtor has declared bankruptcy. The automatic stay begins the moment the bankrupt petition is filed. Under
special circumstances, an order granting relief from the automatic stay may be obtained from the bankruptcy court.
See https:Hwww. uscourts.gov/services-forms/bankruptcy/bankruptcy-basics/chapter-i i-bankruptcy-basics.

31 See Williams’ filing dated May 23, 2018, discussing bankruptcy and applicable case law and Merits Tr. Vi. pg. 32-
35.
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On April 16, 2018, Williams filed two proofs of claim in EXCO’s bankruptcy
proceeding. On May 22, 2018, EXCO filed an adversary proceeding in the bankruptcy
court seeking redress of Williams’ violation (per EXCO) of the automatic stay due to
Williams activities in this Docket as a result of Williams’ argument that EXCO has a
contractual obligation to dedicate all of its casinghead gas to Williams.32 EXCO requested
that the present case be continued so that the bankruptcy court could address the issue.33
Williams argued the issue of dedication is a contract and property issued for the courts,
and not for the Commission to decide.34 To that end, Williams filed a proof of claim in the
bankruptcy court.35 EXCO advanced a determination on the dedication would provide
EXCO with an understanding of what options are available and may possibly make the
present application moot36

The Examiners proceeded with the hearing on the merits but held the record open
awaiting a determination of the bankruptcy court regarding dedication of the gas. On
September 24, 2018, Williams filed with the bankruptcy court an unopposed motion for
leave to withdraw its proofs of claim from the bankruptcy.37

On September 25, 2018, the Examiners received notice of Williams’ withdrawal
and the record for the immediate case was closed.

V. Request for Interim Rate

On March 2, 2018, OOGC filed a Motion for Interim Order to Prevent Waste
(“Interim Rate Motion”). OOGC requested that: (1) Williams be compelled to accept into
its gathering system all of the casinghead gas currently being flared by EXCO; (2) set an
interim rate of $0.405 for gathering and compression and $0.23 for treating of said
casinghead gas to market; and (3) make the interim rate effective until the conclusion of
the pending Commission Gas Utilities Docket No. 10606 (“GUD Docket No. 10606”).38
GUD Docket No. 10606 is an active docket and currently set for hearing on June 18,
2019.

OOGC argued that Williams had “ceased to provide pipeline services to the EXCO
wells and currently refuses to take the gas from these wells unless it is paid an ‘unjust

32 Merits Tr. Vi. pg. 15-17.
MeritsTr. Vi. pg. 17, In. 18-24.
Merits Tr. Vi. pg. 21, In. 8-13.
Merits Tr. Vi. pg. 27, In. 3-5.

36 Merits Tr. Vi. pg. 38, In. 12-16.
See Williams’ September 25, 2018 filing.
See OOGC America LLC’s Motion for Interim Order to Prevent Waste, pg. 1.
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and unreasonable’ rate for its services, in violation of Texas law.”39 OOGC stated that the
current volume of the gas at market is approximately $3.00 MMBtu and Williams has
offered to reconnect if EXCO pays a new rate of $6.57 MMBtu.4° At the time of the
hearing, EXCO was flaring under authority granted via a Commission Final Order and
administrative authority.41 OOGC contends that Williams is the cause of the waste.42
Williams contends that it only need turn a valve for the gas to begin flowing through its
system, and that no disconnection has occurred.43

On March 12, 2018, WWiams filed its Response to OOGC’s Motion for Interim
Order and Response to EXCO’s Flaring Application opposing OOGC’s Motion. Williams
contends that OOGC’s request for “interim relief is correct in only one regard — it is waste
for the casinghead gas from EXCO’s oil wells to be flared when EXCO produces.”44
Williams stated it would be improper to set an interim rate given there is another docket
regarding the same issue already at the Commission. Williams further argues that an
OOGC’s request for interim rate for gas gathering is procedurally barred, as an interim
order in a proceeding an order that is later superseded by a final order in the same
proceeding, and this matter is a separate proceeding.45

The Examiners questioned if an interim rate making would violate the automatic
stay. EXCO’s general counsel, Heather Summerfield, believes “we would need
bankruptcy approval for an interim rate to apply to the debtors because [...] it is a
commercial factor.”46

The AU limited the scope of the hearing to the Statewide Rule 32 application.

VI. Discussion of the Evidence

EXCO provided the testimony of two witnesses and 26 exhibits.47 Williams
provided the testimony of two witnesses and 31 exhibits.

See OOGc America LLC’s Motion for Interim Order to Prevent Waste, pg. 2.
40 See OOGC America LLc’s Motion for Interim Order to Prevent Waste, pg. 2.
41 EXCO Exhibit No. 9.
“ See OOGC America LLc’s Motion for Interim Order to Prevent Waste, pg. 2.

Merits Tr. Vi. pg. 24, In. 1-2 and see also Williams’s Notice of Protest, pg. 2.
See Williams’ Response to OOGc’s Motion for Interim Order and Response to EXCO’s Flaring Application pg. 1.
See Williams’ Response to OOGc’s Motion for Interim Order and Response to EXcO’s Flaring Application, pg. 2
and 9.

46 Merits Tr. Vi. pg. 38, In. 19-25.
‘ ExcO’s late filed exhibit number 24 is admitted over the objection of Williams. However, exhibit 24 is admitted along
with the clarifying information provided by Williams in its June 15, 2018 written objection and will be view it totality with
that document.
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A. Summary of Applicant’s Evidence and Argument

EXCO is requesting to flare sour casinghead gas from 138 oil wells connected to
69 flare points on various leases, Briscoe Ranch (Eagleford) Field, Dimmit and Zavala
Counties, Texas, as shown in Appendix 1, Attachment A of the PFD, for a period of
approximately two years through March 11, 2020.48

EXCO does not seek to flare the casinghead gas produced [...J in
perpetuity. EXCO’s flaring is temporary in nature and was directly cased by
Williams’ unreasonable demands in exchange for utilizing the Williams
System and Chesapeake’s wrongful termination of Transaction
Confirmation No. 7•49

EXCO argues that due to the contract issues, EXCO does not, nor has it ever, had
a gathering agreement with Williams, therefore Williams’ pipeline is unavailable to
EXCO.5° Additionally, EXCO does not have a contract for the sale of the gas to
Chesapeake. The Williams system is only connected to Chesapeake. Therefore, when
considering the connected system, the only available purchaser of the gas is
Chesapeake.51 EXCO is asserting that connecting to Williams’ pipeline would be
uneconomic and without a flaring exception EXCO will have to shut in the 138 wells which
could cause damage to the wells and the reservoir resulting in a waste of hydrocarbons.
EXCO states that even if it was able to utilize the Williams pipeline, the pipeline has not
been able to take 100% of the gas since 2015, thus, flaring authority would still be
necessary.

i. Need to Flare: Gathering System Restrictions and Waste

EXCO’s Exhibit No. 21 is a copy of a Commission Final Order in Oil and Gas
Docket No. 01-0299832, signed June 21, 2016, whereby EXCO was granted authority to
flare from March 11, 2016 to March 11, 2018 due to periodic upsets and line maintenance,
with some of the flare points being the subject of the present docket.52 EXCO’s Exhibit
No. 11 are copies of the exceptions to Statewide Rule 32 granted under administrative
authority for the remaining wells that are the subject of this docket.53 The present docket
is for flaring authority for both the flare points authorized in the June 21, 2016 Final Order
and those authorized under administrative authority.

Philip Points, Senior Regulatory Specialist for EXCO, testified that since
Transaction Confirmation No. 7 went into effect, Williams has never been able to take all

48 Appendix 1. Flare points and volumes.
‘ EXCO’s Response to Williams’ Closing Brief at 3.
° Merits Tr. Vi. pg. 46, In. 1-19 and pg. 315, In. 5-9, where Mr. Porch stated that Williams could not purchase the gas,

but that it had a marketing affiliate that could.
51 Merits Tr. V2. pg. 174, In. 10-25. Mr.
52 Merits Tr. Vi. pg. 238-239 and EXCO Exhibit No. 21.

Merits Tr. Vi. pg. 135-137 and EXCO Exhibit No. 11.
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of the gas EXCO produced. Approximately 30% or more of EXCO’s gas needs to be flared
due to the inability of Williams to take the gas into its system. For a subset of the 138
wells, the wells are low pressure wells, with a pressure lower than that of the pipeline.
Thus, the gas cannot be put into the pipeline without additional mechanical assistance,
which is uneconomic at this time. For the remaining wells, the need to flare was due to
upsets or when the gathering system is down for maintenance.54 Mr. Points stated that
some of the wells would qualify under Statewide Rule 32 to flare without an exception, as
the daily flare volume is less than 50 mcfd.55 Dale Miller, graduate engineer and technical
expert witness for EXCO, testified that in reviewing production for the year of 201 7, flaring
occurred during the time that the gas was being sold, which shows that EXCO needs a
Statewide Rule 32 exception, whether it sells its gas or not.56

In a situation where a gathering system cannot always take the gas, an operator
must choose to either flare or shut in the impacted well(s). EXCO chooses to flare — as it
must produce the wells.57 Mr. Miller stated that if these horizontal wells were shut in, due
to failure to be permitted to flare, there could be an ultimate reduction of recovery from
the wells. “You do not want to do that in an unconventional reservoir, such as the Briscoe
Ranch (Eagleford), as you would stop the pressure sink into the well bores, which the
hydrocarbons are migrating towards to be produced. That would result in a significant
reduction in the total recovery from the wells.”58 EXCO argues Statewide Rule 32(f)(2)(E)
provides for an exception applicable to this issue where “curtailment of gas production
[...J will result in a reduction of ultimate recovery from a gas well or oil reservoir.”59 EXCO’s
position is if the only alternative to flaring is shutting in the well, and a shut-in could reduce
the ultimate recovery of hydrocarbons, Statewide Rule 32(f)(2)(E) permits flaring.60

Mr. Points testified that approximately 9,000 bbls of oil is produced each day the
wells remain active, oil that would go unrecovered if the wells were shut in due the inability
to flare.61 Mr. Miller stated that in 2017, for the 138 wells, EXCO produced more than 3.3
million barrels of oil from the leases and delivered 2.1 million Mcf of gas for sale to the
Williams pipeline and flared 448,000 Mcf of gas, about 20 or 25%, now it’s less than 2
million as the wells are declining.62 EXCO estimates 29,142,707 McI of gas remains that
can be produced from the 138 wells.63

MeritsTr. Vi. pg. 141-144 and EXCO Exhibit No. 13.
Meritslr. Vi. pg. 145, In. 16-25.

56 Merits Tr. Vi. pg. 227, In. 8-24. EXCO Exhibit No. 19.
MeritsTr. VI. pg. 144-145.

58 Merits It. Vi. pg. 236-237.
See Statewide Rule 32(f)(2)(E) and EXCO’s closing Statement.

60 Id.
MeritsTr. Vi. pg. 161, In. 6-20.

62 Merits Tr. Vi. pg. 253-254.
63 EXCO Exhibit No. 15.
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ii. Need to Flare: Economics

Mr. Points, EXCO’s Senior Regulatory Specialist for Texas and North Louisiana,
stated that connecting EXCO’s wells to the Williams’ pipeline is uneconomic and would
cause a loss of $146,305,496.24. He further testified:

The projected cost of service totals $191,467,584.99. The net gas sales
associated with these volumes is $62,292,536. [...J as you take out
operating expenses and severance tax, that number drops to
$45,162,088.75. The final calculation is total revenue with the cost of
service included. You get to a negative $146 million or $146,305,496.24
precisely.64

EXCO has an average net revenue interest across this area of 75 percent,
excluding anything that would be owed to royalty owners. For its calculations, EXCO
assumed a price of gas of $2.85, an industry standard estimate of operating expenses of
20 percent. EXCO included a state severance tax of 7 and one-half percent. Williams is
charging a cost of service price of $6.47 per McI at I MmBTU.°5 EXCO maintains that it
is uneconomical to sell the gas under Williams’ proposed cost of service price.

Williams argued that the cost of producing the gas and delivering it via Williams’
system should be subsidized by the oil revenues. Mr. Miller recounted that the use of oil
revenues to subsidize gas revenues has not previously been utilized in Statewide Rule
32 exceptions. Historically, Mr. Miller stated, in Statewide Rule 32 exception cases, “if the
gas itself being produced won’t pay the freight, you get a Statewide Rule 32 exception.”66
In the over one hundred cases Mr. Miller has participated in for Statewide Rule 32
exceptions, he has never been involved in any cases where the Commission has
considered oil sales when determining the economic feasibility of the sale of gas.67

EXCO calculated that Williams’ argument would result in twelve and one half
percent of the revenue from the oil going to pay to take the gas, figuring, for example, if
17,088 bbls of oil are produced at a price of $57 per bbl.68 When including a hyperbolic
decline curve of 2 to 3 percent, the terminal rate is quicker — creating a wedge of recovery
that would be lost without the Statewide Rule 32 exception and would cause a waste of
oil recovery.69

64 Merits Tr. Vi. pg. 155, In. 9-16 and EXCO Exhibit No. 15.
65 Merits Tr. Vi. pg. 154, In. 9-21 and EXCO Exhibit No. 15.
66 Merits Tr. Vi. pg. 271-272.
67 Merits Tr. Vi. pg. 240-241.
68 Merits Tr. Vi. pg. 276-278.

69 Merits Tr. Vi. pg. 277-278.
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iii. Availability of Pipeline

EXCO argues that it needs to flare the majority of its gas (that is not used on lease)
due to the pipeline being unavailable. The valves connecting the wells to the gathering
system have been shut by Williams.70 On cross examination Mr. Miller testified that
saying the receipt points are connected to a pipeline is difficult, given the values are
currently shut. “So, there’s a valve that stops them from being connected to the Williams
system.”71 Additionally, “EXCO does not have a gathering agreement with Williams and
never has.”72

iv. Safety

EXCO presented evidence regarding compliance with Statewide Rule 36 in the
form of Commission Forms H-9 (Oil, Gas, or Geothermal Resource Operations in
Hydrogen Sulfide Areas).73 Mr. Points testified that to his knowledge EXCO complies
with Statewide Rule 36 and there have been no violations of Statewide Rule 36 during
his tenure with EXCO.

On direct, Williams’ presented evidence through its technical expert witness, Mr.
Cantwell, that the Williams system is better able to safely handle the H2S gas.74 On
cross, Mr. Cantwell discussed his field tour of the Williams facilities and of the EXCO well
pads (reviewed at a distance). With regard to the EXCO well pads and flares, Mr.
Cantwell stated:

I was concerned about the lack of certain support facilities around the flares.
I have no knowledge, but as I mentioned today I think in a long-term flaring
of 100 percent of this produced gas there will be some issues associated
with the lease equipment that’s burning sour gas in the flare setups.75

While Mr. Cantwell admitted that he was unaware of any violations of Statewide
Rule 36, he felt the flare stacks could be higher and painted with a reflective paint. In his
opinion, the EXCO flare facilities are unsafe the way they are constructed, but he does
not know if the flare scheme is not in compliance with Statewide Rules.76

On rebuttal, Mr. Points clarified EXCO’s H2S safety measures.

EXCO has several components monitored. Most of every piece of
equipment for pressure and temperature is monitored through a SCADA

70 MeritsTr. Vi. pg. 250, Ln. 6-JO.
71 MeritsTr. Vi. pg. 250, Ln. 17-23.
72 MeritsTr. Vi. pg. 25, In. 18-20.

Merits Tr. Vi. pg. 148-151 and EXCO Exhibit No. 14.
???
Merits Tr. V2. pg. 108, In. 6-1 6.

76 MeritsTr. V2. pg. 107-110.
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system that gets radioed in to our head — Dallas headquarters. We’ve got
a 24-hour manned control room where at least three operators at any given
time are watching all of these readings come in. We’ve got predetermined
thresholds for high pressure, low pressure, high temperature, no
temperature. Depending on what those levels are is what happens or what
“call out” gets made. In a lot of instances if the alarm is significant enough
the well itself will ESD or emergency shutdown. That happens within a
number of seconds of a certain type of failure. If the flare were to go out [...]
the well would shut in [...J in a matter of seconds.77

EXCO’s position is that it is able to safely flare its sour gas due to the processes it
has in place, both at the site locations and at its Dallas headquarters.

B. Protestant’s Evidence and Argument

Williams’ protest is based on several factors: i) dedication of the gas to the Williams
system; ii) safety concerns based on the high quantity of H2S; iii) waste due to the amount
of gas to be flared; iv) pipeline availability.

Mr. Porch, Williams’ SVP of Engineering, stated:

We don’t want the Railroad Commission to allow EXCO to waste this gas
when we have a much more — tremendously safer way to dispose of the
gas and the acid gas, and it’s tremendously more environmentally friendly
also 78

i. Dedication of Gas

The parties agree that the dedication of the gas is a contract issue to be determined
by a court. Prior to the hearing, Williams filed a proof of claim with the bankruptcy court
for a determination regarding the dedication of the gas. Williams later withdrew the claim.
The issue of dedication of the gas will not be addressed further within this PFD.79

ii. Safety

Williams alleges the set-up of the EXCO flaring system is unsafe. Mr. James
Cantwell, a resident of North Carolina, with a degree in Mechanical Engineering from the
University of Texas at Austin, was Williams’ technical expert witness and testified
regarding Williams’ safety concerns. Mr. Cantwell has worked in the oil and gas industry
in various capacities for approximately 32 years, with the majority of his experience on

Merits It. V2. pg. 161, In. 6-25 and Merits Tr. V2. pg. 162, In. 1.
78 MeritsTr. Vi. pg. 307, In. 15-22.

Merits Tr. Vi. pg. 15-17; pg. 21, In. 8-13; pg. 27, In. 3-5; and Williams September25, 2018 filing.
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the midstream side.8° Mr. Cantwell has provided expert testimony in multiple states, both
in federal and state proceedings.81

Mr. Cantwell conducted a field tour of the Williams and EXCO facilities, created a
schematic of the gas gathering system, took photographs, as well as created other
documents used in preparation of the heating. In Mr. Cantwell’s opinion, the Williams
system is safer, as it has pilot burners and fuel lines that keep flares ilt 24/7, separators,
remote monitor equipment, they are just better able to handle high H2S gas.82

Mr. Cantwell had significant problems with the EXCO installations, such as the
flares not being tall enough, the flares not being surrounded by barricades, not painted a
reflective color, possible venting from the red pots used to catch any liquids sent to the
flare. Mr. Cantwell did not notice any remote monitoring equipment or visual alarms. In
his opinion, the flares are not set up appropriately from a safety and environmental
perspective given the quality (rich) of gas to be flared. Williams alleged EXCO’s flare
design is not as safe as if the gas goes through a gas line.83 Mr. Cantwell stated that he
has never been associated with a request to flare 100 percent of the volume produced
from a well all of the time, especially given the H2S concentration.

On cross, Mr. Cantwell admitted that there are ways to make the flare scheme
better. Though in his opinion, the EXCO flare scheme is unsafe the way they are
executed, but he does not know if the scheme is not in compliance with Statewide Rules.84

iii. Waste

Williams argues that under Statewide Rule 32, all gas shall be utilized.85 “EXCO is
seeking to flare literally millions of Mcf of gas and it has been doing so.”86 Williams argues
that under Statewide Rule 32, all gas shall be utilized.87 Williams promotes that EXCO’s
flaring is an “elective waste of natural gas, NGLs, and condensate [...J as EXCO’s sour
gas can be delivered into Williams’ pipeline for safe, environmentally-appropriate
gathering, treating, and sale.”88

To Williams, EXCO’s request to flare all of its casinghead gas, despite the
existence of an available, connected pipeline, “stands in direct challenge to the
Commission.”89 Williams’ attorneys argue that:

80 Merits Tr. V2. pg. 7-9.
81 Merits Tr. V2. pg. 11.
82 Merits V2. pg. 45-65 and see Williams’ Exhibit Nos. 19 and 24.
83 Merits Tr. V2. pg. 14, 45-50.

MeritsTr. V2. pg. 107-110.
Merits Tr. Vi. pg. 48, In. 20-21.

86 Merits Tr. Vi. pg. 48, In. 5-7.
87 Merits Tr. Vi. pg. 48, In. 20-21.

See Williams’ closing Brief at. 4.
89 See Williams’ closing Brief at 4 and 6-7.
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Texas law makes waste of natural resources illegal, and the Legislature
imposed a duty on the Commission to “prevent waste [and] promote
conservation.” Tex. Nat. Res. Code § 85.045 & 85.046(c); Railroad
Commission v. Flour Bluff Oil Corp., 219 S.W.2d 506 (Tex. Civ. App.—
Austin 1949, writ refused). Rule 32 mandates that gas “shall be utilized for
purposes and uses authorized by law.” 16 Tex. Admin. Code § 3.32(c). To
obtain an exception, EXCO must plead and prove a “necessity’ for the
requested flaring. Id. But EXCO’s requested flaring is purely elective waste
of natural gas, NGLs, and condensate that is proscribed by the text and
purpose of Texas law because EXCO’s sour gas can be delivered into
Williams’ pipeline for safe, environmentally-appropriate gathering, treating,
and sale. EXCO’s requested exception to Rule 32 is, by its own admission,
unprecedented and extraordinary. Granting EXCO’s request would
effectively render Rule 32 meaningless.90 The only appropriate course of
action is to deny EXCO’s request. [...J For the past eighty years, the Texas
Supreme Court and other Texas courts have upheld Commission orders
that prohibit flaring. [.. .1 The Commission has the duty to enforce Texas’
anti-flaring policy, and when it enforces that policy, its decisions will be
upheld.91

iv. Availability of Pipeline

Williams contends its pipeline is available for EXCO and always has been. Williams
states it has not told EXCO it is unavailable. Williams’ has attempted to negotiate an
agreement with EXCO for the last several years.92

EXCO, or its affiliate, need only nominate the gas to begin the process. Previously,
Chesapeake nominated for EXCO.93 Williams disagrees with EXCO and OOGC that its
pipeline is disconnected. Williams’ states it would only take a few seconds to turn the
valve, a process that would take approximately one to two days, as they would need to
go to each of the 69 receipt points.94 Mr. Porch stated, “Saying that when a valve is closed
it’s disconnected, it’s like saying your kitchen faucet is disconnected because it’s turned
off.”95

Mr. Cantwell testified that closing the valves was something a prudent operator
would do in light of the circumstances. If no flow, the valve should be closed; that way
there is not minor volumes of gas going through meter. It prevents the producer from
getting a bill that was really just surges and not deliveries. More importantly, shutting the

° City of Marshall v. City of Uncertain, 206 S.W.3d 97, 105 (Tex. 2006) (a court “must not interpret the statute in a
manner that renders any part of the statute meaningless or superfluous.”).

91 See Williams’ Closing Brief at 4.

92 Merits Vi. Pg. 305-306.
Merits Tr. Vi. pg. 299, In. 6-24.
Merits Tr. Vi. pg. 304-305.
Merits Tr. Vi. pg. 306, In. 4-7.
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valve keeps backflow from the system. If a breach in the pipeline occurs and the valve
was not closed the entire volume of the system could feed back and feed a fire. It is easy
to just open a valve again and receive gas.96 Mr. Cantwell affirmed the Williams system
is “currently operational. It’s not like something that has to be resurrected from the past
and months of work to reinstate service on the system. It’s a matter of opening the
valves.”97

v. Application Flawed: Applications and Economics

Williams cites to EXCO’s applications to show the applications were flawed at the
start, as the basis for obtaining a flaring exception was false. EXCO’s applications and
datasheets filed with the Commission state that the basis for the requested flare authority
is due to the fact that the pipeline is “down” or “out of service.”98

Williams also takes issue with EXCO’s economic evidence. First, Williams argues
that economics cannot be considered in the Docket, as economics only applies in relation
to applications due to low pressure gas.99 Second, EXCO’s economic numbers are a
snapshot and do not include all production.

Mr. Cantwell argued that it was inappropriate to analyze the economics related to
flaring by looking only at the natural gas element and not looking at NGL condensate and
crude oil that is also produced at the same time, as one cannot produce one without the
other. Mr. Cantwell urged that one must understand the total well stream economics when
spending millions of dollars to drill a well. He likened the gas in an oil well to produced
water:

You can’t decide that you don’t like water disposal costs and pour it on the
ground. You have to comply with the regulations. I don’t agree that the
uneconomics of solely the gas-related portion of the production being
negative are a justification for flare, long term and a nonemergency basis.10°

96 Merits Tr. V2. Pg. 58-59.
Merits V2. pg. 84, In. 17-22.

98 See Williams’ Closing Brief at 9 citing to Exco’s Flaring Datasheets. All applications state that Exco will need to
flare the casinghead gas from the well due to Gathering System being down. Wells will return to sales as soon as
the gathering system begins accepting gas again.” Next, Exco’s applications all contain either one or two mutually
exclusive statements, either: (1) There is a connection available but the line is out of service leaving no option but
to flare the gas. It is a sour gas system;” or There is no connection is available.” Exco’s filings are part of the
record and were also attached to Williams’ Motion to Exclude Evidence.
See Statewide Rule 32ff)(2)(C): Gas Releases in Oil and Gas Production Operations. Volumes of low pressure gas
that can be measured with devices routinely used in oil and gas exploration, development, and production
operations and that are not directed by an operator to a gas gathering system, gas pipeline, or other marketing
facility, or other purposes and uses authorized by law due to mechanical, physical, or economic impracticability.

100 Merits V2. pg. 96, In. 11-16.
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VI. Examiners’ Analysis

The present case is one of first impression for the Commission for two reasons.
First, an operator is seeking authority to flare all of its gas, except that which is used for
on-lease purposes, while connected to a pipeline. Second, the applications are protested
by the operator of the connected and “available” pipeline.

The Commission’s website states:

Flaring of casinghead gas for extended periods of time may be necessary
if the well is drilled in areas new to exploration, In new areas of exploration,
pipeline connections are not typically constructed until after a well is
completed and a determination is made about the well’s productive
capability. Other reasons for flaring include: gas plant shutdowns; repairing
a compressor or gas line or well; or other maintenance. In existing
production areas, flaring also may be necessary because existing pipelines
may have reached capacity. [...J Other reasons for granting an extension
include operators needing additional time for well cleanup and pending
negotiations with landowners.101

The present case is not one of necessity to flare all of its gas due to the wells being
located in a new area of exploration where pipelines are not currently located. The present
case is not one of an operator needing to flare some of its gas solely due to periodic upset
or maintenance. The present case is one of an operator seeking authority to flare all of
its gas, except that which is used for on-lease purposes, due to the fact it does not have
a contract to use the gas gathering system and the purchaser of its gas has cancelled its
contract to purchase the gas.

i. Availability of Pipeline

EXCO and OOGC both argued that Williams’ pipeline connected is unavailable.
Williams disputes this fact, stating that it only need turn the valves. Extensive time during
the hearing was spent in disagreement regarding whether closing the valves makes the
pipeline unavailable. The question of availability should not hinge on valve closure alone.
The Examiners find it more appropriate to view availability in its totality, with great weight
given to the lack of a contract to utilize the connected system.

EXCO does not, nor has it ever had a contract with Williams for the gathering and
transportation of its gas. EXCO’s utilization of Williams’ system was via contract with the
prior owner of wells. When that contract was cancelled, EXCO made attempts to continue
to utilize the Williams’ system. For a period of time it was successful. Then it was not. It

‘°‘ See https:llwww.rrc.texas.gov/about-us/resource-center/faqs/oil-gas-faqs/faq-flaring-regulation/.
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remains a possibility that EXCO will obtain the right to utilize the Williams system in the
future.

Williams, EXCO, and 00GC presented evidence regarding the cost Williams is
seeking for use of its gathering system. Prior to this case, a gas rate case was filed with
the Commission which included this same gathering system, GUD Docket No. 10606.
OOGC is a party in that case. 00CC filed a Motion for Interim Rate Making in the present
case seeking to obtain a lower rate in the interim until the Commission acts on GUD
Docket No. 10606, so that the gas could be transported more economically than at the
rate Williams was currently demanding. The Examiners have declined to enter into the
issue of rate. The rate case is set for hearing June 18, 2019.

Statewide Rule 32 does not define the term “available,” nor is the term defined
anywhere else in the Commission’s Statewide Rules. When a term is not defined, Tex.
Gov’t Code Ann. § 311.011 provides, “words phrases shall be read in context and
construed according to the rules of grammar and common usage.” Merriam-Webster
defines “available” as “accessible,” “obtainable,” “free and able to do something at a
particular time.”102

The Examiners find the Williams pipeline is not “available.” For the pipeline to be
“available,” EXCO must be able to access the system, be free and able to utilize the
system. Due to a lack of contract between EXCO and Williams, the closed valves
controlled by Williams, EXCO is not free to access and utilize Williams’ pipeline. Without
a contract it is not possible for EXCO to utilize Williams’ pipeline; therefore, the pipeline
is not available.

ii. Need to Flare: Waste

EXCO’s waste argument is rooted in the ultimate loss of recoverable oil should
EXCO not be able to flare and need to shut in the wells. EXCO’s expert technical witness,
Mr. Miller, testified that if these horizontal wells were shut in, due to failure to be permitted
to flare, there could be an ultimate reduction of recovery of oil from the wells.

You do not want to do that in an unconventional reservoir, such as
the Briscoe Ranch (Eagle Ford), as you would stop the pressure sink
into the well bores, which the hydrocarbons are migrating towards to
be produced. That would result in a significant reduction in the total
recovery from the wells.103

No evidence was presented by EXCO in support, but Mr. Cantwell, Williams’ technical
expert, agreed with Mr. Miller.

102 https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/available.
103 Merits Tr. Vi. pg. 236-237.
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When you drill a horizontal lateral and you have several feet of pipe
that’s open and you frac it and complete it you don’t want that
reservoir to see a back pressure, whether from a high receipt point
pressure or being shut in or anything to the difference. I agree with
him that the momentum of that gas and liquid leaving the reservoir is
important to capture, and to maintain, and achieving and maintaining
these pressures is critical to the full and efficient depletion of those
reserves.104

Williams waste argument is rooted on the waste of gas, should EXCO be granted
authority to flare. However, Williams would have one believe that the failure to use or sell
all of the gas produced is unlawful, and this is simply not the case. Statewide Rule 32
allows for the flaring and venting of gas, so long as it complies with Statewide Rule 32 or
when an exception to Statewide Rule 32 is obtained.

Williams argues the amount of gas to be flare is substantial. EXCO estimates
29,142,707 Mcf of gas remains to be produced from the 138 wells.105 The Examiners find
that while the total remaining to be recovered is substantial, the majority of that volume
will not be produced within the period of time EXCO is seeking to flare. The amount of
gas EXCO is seeking authority flare is contained in Appendix 1, Attachment A of the PFD.
The average per day amount sought is 14,181 Mcf for all 69 flare points, an average of
206 MCF/d. The per flare point daily volume to be flared is not unreasonable, as it is not
out of the norm of what is typically authorized.106

Statewide Rule 32(f)(2)(E) provides for an exception applicable to the present
issue where “curtailment of gas production [...] will result in a reduction of ultimate
recovery from a gas well or oil reservoir.”107

iii. Need to Flare: Economics

Evidence of the economics associated with connecting to a pipeline are
commonplace in Statewide Rule 32 hearings. The Economics are always given in relation
to the market value of the gas and the cost of getting that gas to market. Williams expert,
Mr. Cantwell, argued the cost of selling the gas should be evaluated with the inclusion of
the oil profit. Thus, a shortfall on the gas side, would be offset by a profit on the oil side.
While this argument is not without merit, it is not consistent with previous Commission
practice. Mr. Cantwell admitted on cross that he had never appeared at a Commission
hearing to testify as an expert witness and had not researched how the Commission
handled Statewide Rule 32 matters in the past.108

104 Merits V2. pg. 74, In. 18-22.
105 EXCO Exhibit No. 15.
106 See Previous Commission Order contained at: https://rrc.texas.gov/hearings/dockets/oil-gas-proposals-for

decision-and-orders/index-for-332/.
107 See Statewide Rule 32(f)(2)(E) and EXCO’s Closing Statement.
108 Merits V2. pg. 102-104.
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The Examiners find, in evaluating EXCO’s current economic model of the cost of
producing the oil (should it enter into a contract with Williams under the currently offered
terms, $191,467,584.99) versus the net revenue of the gas ($45,162,088.75), EXCO
provided sufficient evidence to show it would be uneconomical to connect to the Williams
system at this time and produce the gas, at a calculated net loss of $146,305,496.24.

iv. Need to Flare: Gathering System Restrictions

EXCO presented evidence to show that even when utilizing the Williams pipeline,
flaring was necessary. Williams has never been able to take all of the gas EXCO has
produced, with approximately 30% or more of EXCO’s gas needing to be flared due to
the inability of Williams to take the gas into its system.109 In that regard, EXCO’s request
is not unlike the hundreds, if not thousands of others previously received and approved
in accordance with Statewide Rule 32.110

Williams stated numerous times throughout the hearing and it is multitude of filings,
that its pipeline was available to take ALL of EXCO’s gas. However, Williams failed to
provide any evidence to dispute EXCO’s evidence that a flaring exception would be
necessary for line pressure issues, periodic upset or maintenance.

v. Safety

It is uncontested that Williams’ gathering system is constructed in a safe manner.
EXCO states it flare points are as well. Williams contention that EXCO’s flares are unsafe
because they are not constructed to the standard of a gathering system is not persuasive.
Williams failed to present sufficient evidence to support its contention that EXCO’s flares
are unsafe.

vi. Summary

The Examiners found it difficult to evaluate EXCO’s application without giving great
weight to the main reason EXCO is requesting to flare. EXCO does not have a contract
to gather, transport, or sell its gas. To the Examiners, Williams’ protest appears to be
motivated by a desire for the Commission to force EXCO to enter into a contract with
Williams, the terms of which appear to be at a substantial financial loss to EXCO. Had
EXCO requested to continue flaring authority, flaring the same amounts contained here,
for any of the following purposes: periodic upset or maintenance; capacity; and/or low
pressure — given the evidence presented, the Examiners would have likely recommended
approval. It’s the addition of the connection and previous use of the Williams pipeline that
makes this case so difficult. There is a connection to a gathering system. The majority of

109 Merits Tr. Vi. pg. 141-144 and EXCO Exhibit No. 13.
110 See https://rrc.texas.gov/hearings/dockets/oil-gas-proposals-for-decision-and-orders/index-for-332/ and

https://rrc.texas.gov/about-us/resource-center/faqs/oil-gas-faqs/faq-flaring-regulation/.
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the gas could be sold. Only the gathering system is not currently available and there is
not currently a purchaser for the gas connected to that gathering system. There are not
any contracts at present to provide for an alternate solution for EXCO that involves
anything other than shutting in the wells. For these reasons, the Examines recommend
granting EXCO authority to flare for a limited time to allow EXCO to resolve these issues.
The Examiners encourage EXCO to resolve its issues as quickly as possible so that the
majority of its gas may be sold.

VU. Recommendation, Proposed Findings of Fact and Proposed Conclusions
of Law

Based on the record in this case, the pendency of GUD Docket No. 10606, EXCO’s
pending litigation, and Commission precedent, the Examiners recommend EXCO be
granted an exception to Statewide Rule 32 from various start dates listed in Appendix 1,
Attachment A of the Proposal for Decision (“PFD) to March 11, 2020 for the amounts
therein listed. The Examiners recommend the Commission adopt the following findings
of fact and conclusions of law.

Findings of Fact

1. Notice of this hearing was given to all parties entitled to notice at least ten days
prior to the date of hearing.

2. On January 12, 2018, EXCO applied for a hearing to extend the flaring authority
more than 21 days before the authority granted via Commission Final Order
expired and before, some but not all of the flaring authority granted via
administrative permit expired.

3. EXCO is requesting to flare casinghead gas for a two year for the time period,
where applicable, for the dates and volumes contained in Appendix 1, Attachment
A, of the PFD.

4. The application is protested by Williams MLP Operating, LLC and Mockingbird
Midstream Gas Services, LLC, (collectively, ‘Williams”).

5. OOGC America LLC and U.S. Energy Development Corporation appeared as
intervenors at the heating and aligned with EXCO in the hearing on the merits.

6. A public hearing was held on May 23, 2018 and May 24, 2018, with a post hearing
conference held on September 5, 2018.

7. EXCO provided evidence it does not currently have a contract with Williams to
utilize the Williams gas gathering system.
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8. EXCO proved the Williams gas gathering system is not available.

9. EXCO proved the Williams gas gathering system is unable to take 100% of its
produced gas even when the system was available.

10. EXCO proved it does not currently have a contract for the sale of its produced gas.

11 . EXCO proved through its calculations that utilizing the Williams gas gathering
system is uneconomical at this time, resulting in a calculated net loss of
$146,305,496.24

12. Without a final order authorizing the flaring, EXCO will have to shut the wells in,
causing waste and possible harm to the reservoir.

Conclusions of Law

1. Resolution of the subject application is a matter committed to the jurisdiction of the
Railroad Commission of Texas. Tex. Nat. Res. Code § 81.051.

2. All notice requirements have been satisfied. 16 Tex. Admin. Code § 1.45.

3. The requested exceptions to flare casinghead gas from the subject wells meet the
requirements of Statewide Rule 32. 16 Tex. Admin. Code § 3.32(h).
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Examiners’ Recommendation

Based on the above Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, the Examiners
recommend exceptions to Statewide Rule 32 for the leases and flare points listed in
Attachment A of Appendix 1 of the PFD as requested by EXCO Operating Company, LP.
be granted.

Respectfully Submitted,

risti M. Reeve Robert Musick, P.G
Administrative Law Judge Technical Examiner
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Appendix I
Attachment A

Proposed Flare Exception Authority

Proposed
Flare . . Maximum CasingheadPermit Start Permit End H2S H-9Permit Lease Name & Well Number Lease ID Flare Gas or GasDate Date (ppm) Cert. No.No. Volume Well Gas

(MCFD)

25667 Alice Unit A *1R* 15313 3/12/2018 3/11/2020 130 Casinghead 5 078725
24782 Berdoll DIM #A1H* 16620 3/12/2018 3/11/2020 932 Casinghead 2 078728
24786 Berdoll DIM #BlHt 16620 3/12/2018 3/11/2020 278 Casinghead 2 078728
32582 Coleman Unit ZAV #C1H 18315 4/13/2018 3/11/2020 65 Casinghead 8,759 085801

Coleman ZAVB*1H& 17910&
32583 65 Casinghead 4,379 087242Coleman Unit ZAV A #5H 17776 4/13/2018 3/11/2020
32584 Coleman ZAV #D2H & #D3H 17448 4/13/2018 3/11/2020 80 Casinghead 6,494 083811
25668 Flying G Unit DIM #2H4 17478 3/12/2018 3/11/2020 112 Casinghead 8 081723
24785 Gonzalez Unit A Dim #1li* 15689 3/12/2018 3/11/2020 506 Casinghead 2 078740
24894 Howett ZAV #A3H & #B1H* 18015 3/12/2018 3/11/2020 183 Casinghead 20,000 087547
24895 Kim DIM #B1H* 16447 3/12/2018 3/11/2020 204 Casinghead 3 078741
25665 KM North ZAV #A1H & #A5H* 15963 3/12/2018 3/11/2020 117 Casinghead 2,253 081136
25656 KM South ZAV #B3H & #B5H & Bauerle 17123 &

(33295) Unit ZAV H* 19189 3/12/2018 3/11/2020
275 Casinghead 2,628 081108

32585 KM-Miller Unit ZAV #1H & #2H 18398 4/13/2018 3/11/2020 185 Casinghead 4,228 089596
32586 KM-Miller Unit ZAV #3H & #4H4 18398 4/13/2018 3/11/2020 550 Casinghead 4,228 089596
24630 LLM ZAV #E3H & #E6H* 15624 3/12/2018 3/11/2020 405 Casinghead 200 Submitted
32581 Old River Ranch DIM #C1H* 15560 4/13/2018 3/11/2020 150 Casinghead 4 Submitted
25719 PenaCreekl#1H* 15375 3/12/2018 3/11/2020 505 Casinghead 6 078743
25718 Pena Creek I #4H* 15375 3/12/2018 3/11/2020 196 Casinghead 6 078743
24783 Pena Creek I #5H* 15375 3/12/2018 3/11/2020 204 Casinghead 6 078743
25720 Pens Creek I #6H* 15375 3/12/2018 3/11/2020 223 Casinghead 6 078743

Robert Walker Unit ZAVA#7H & 17819 & 3,171
086810 &32587

Robert Walker Unit ZAV B #1H 17827
4/13/2018 3/11/2020

75 Casinghead
4983

086811

25660 Silva Unit DIM 1H* 16555 3/12/2018 3/11/2020 105 Casinghead 3 078752
25662 Tauber Unit C DIM ff3H* 16639 3/12/2018 3/11/2020 164 Casinghead 2 078754
30131 Tidwell East ZAV #A1H & #A3H* 16636 12/21/2017 3/11/2020 250 Casinghead 11,437 081143
30089 Tidweil East ZAV#D1H &#D3Ht 16636 12/21/2017 3/11/2020 250 Casinghead 11,437 081143
32593 Traylor South ZAV #G1H & #G2H 15766 4/13/2018 3/11/2020 95 Casinghead 32,842 078255
30129 Traylor North #A2H, #A3H & #A4H* 15412 12/21/2017 3/11/2020 250 Casinghead 5,572 079495
32930 Traylor North #CH* 15412 3/12/2018 3/11/2020 160 Casinghead 5,572 079495

Traylor North #D1H & 15412 & 5,572
079495 &32588 145 Casinghead &Traylor Unit ZAV C #4H 18230

4/13/2018 3/11/2020 20,000
082627

32589 Traylor North #D2H, #D3H & #D5H* 15412 4/13/2018 3/11/2020 145 Casinghead 5,572 079495
32956 Traylor North #F3H* 15412 3/12/2018 3/11/2020 150 Casinghead 5,572 079495
32937 Traylor North #llH, #l3H, #l4H & #l5H* 15412 3/12/2018 3/11/2020 150 Casinghead 5,572 079495
32932 Traylor South ZAV #A3H & #A4H* 15766 3/12/2018 3/11/2020 150 Casinghead 32,842 078255

32933
Traylor South ZAV#B1H, #B2H, #B3H &

15766
3/12/2018 3/11/2020

250 Casinghead 32,842 078255

32590 Traylor South ZAV #C1H & #C2H* 15766 4/13/2018 3/11/2020 145 Casinghead 32,842 078255

32591
TraylorSouthZAV#C3H, #C4H &

15766
4/13/2018 3/11/2020

200 Casinghead 32,842 078255
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Proposed
Flare

. Maximum Casinghead
. Permit Start Permit End H25 H-9Permit Cease Name & Well Number Cease ID Flare Gas or GasDate Date (ppm) Cert. No.No. Volume Well Gas

(MCFD)

Traylor South ZAV UC6H & 15766 & 32,84Z
078255 &32935 200 Casinghead &Traylor Unit ZAV L #1H 18230

3/12/2018 3/11/2020 20,000
082627

32592 Traylor South ZAV #F1H & #F5H 15766 4/13/2018 3/11/2020 115 Casinghead 32,842 078255

32594
Traylor South ZAV #63K, #64K &

15766
4/13/2018 3/11/2020

150 Casinghead 32,842 078255

30130 Traylor South ZAV #HH, #H2H, #H3H* 15766 12/21/2017 3/11/2020 200 Casinghead 32,842 078255
30088 Traylor South ZAV #H4H & #H5H* 15766 12/21/2017 3/11/2020 300 Casinghead 32,842 078255
32595 Traylor South ZAV #I1H, #12K & #13H* 15766 4/13/2018 3/11/2020 270 Casinghead 32,842 078255
32934 Traylor South ZAV #J1H 15766 3/12/2018 3/11/2020 75 Casinghead 32,842 078255
32596 Traylor Unit ZAV t.#2K &#3H 18230 4/13/2018 3/11/2020 100 Casinghead 20,000 082627
32597 Traylor Unit ZAV M #2H 17867 4/13/2018 3/11/2020 65 Casinghead 2,718 087548
32598 Traylor Unit ZAV M #4H & #6H* 17867 4/13/2018 3/11/2020 140 Casinghead 2,718 087548
32599 Traylor Unit ZAV N #4H, #5H & #6H* 17653 4/13/2018 3/11/2020 100 Casinghead 4,077 087549
32936 Traylor Unit ZAV N #1H, #2H & #3H 17653 3/12/2018 3/11/2020 300 Casinghead 4,077 087549
25659 Traylor West ZAV #C1H & #C4H* 15993 3/12/2018 3/11/2020 111 Casinghead 5,714 081142
24784 Von Rosenberg Unit A DIM #1Il* 15612 3/12/2018 3/11/2020 842 Casinghead 10 066669
25658 Votaw Unit A DIM #1H 16642 3/12/2018 3/11/2020 139 Casinghead 3 075163
32940 Winterbotham ZAV #U1H & #U2H* 15744 3/12/2018 3/11/2020 200 Casinghead 5,288 082150

30086
WinterbothamZAV#A1K, #A2H, #A3H

15744
12/21/2017 3/11/2020

200 Casinghead 5,288 082150

30087 Winterbotham ZAV #B1H & #B2H* 15744 12/21/2017 3/11/2020 250 Casinghead 5,288 082150

32600
WinterbothamZAV#B3H, #64K &

15744
4/13/2018 3/11/2020

160 Casinghead 5,288 082150

32939
WinterbotharnZAV#D2H, #S1H &

15744
3/12/2018 3/11/2020

300 Casinghead 5,288 082150

32938 Winterbotham ZAV #F1H & #F2H* 15744 3/12/2018 3/11/2020 200 Casinghead 5,288 082150

32601
WinterbotharnZAV#G2H, #V1H &

15744
4/13/2018 3/11/2020

185 Casinghead 5,288 082150

32602 Winterbotham ZAV #63K & #N1H* 15744 4/13/2018 3/11)2020 110 Casinghead 5,288 082150

32603
WinterbothamZAV#H2H, #H3H &

15744
4/13/2018 3/11/2020

120 Casinghead 5,288 082150

32604 Winterbotham ZAV #12H & #13H 15744 4/13/2018 3/11/2020 100 Casinghead 5,288 082150
32605 Winterbotham ZAV #J1H & #i2H 15744 4/13/2018 3/11/2020 - 135 Casinghead 5,288 082150
32941 Winterbotham ZAV #K1H & #J3K* 15744 3/12/2018 3/11/2020 175 Casinghead 5,288 082150
32606 Winterbotham ZAV #K2H 15744 4/13/2018 3/11/2020 70 Casinghead 5,288 082150

25666 Winterbotham ZAV #M1H & 4M5H &
15744 &

. OP # 325 Casinghead 5,288 082150(33294) Miller Unit ZAV 2H*
818285 3/12/2018 3/11/2020

32607 Winterbotham ZAV #N2H & #N3H 15744 4/13/2018 3/11/2020 80 Casinghead 5,288 082150

32608
Winterbotham ZAV#01K, #02H, #03H

15744
4/13/2018 3/11/2020

190 Casinghead 5,288 082150

32609 Winterbotham ZAV #0.1K & #Q2H 15744 4/13/2018 3/11/2020 160 Casinghead 5,288 082150
32610 Winterbotham ZAV #R1H 15744 4/13)2018 3/11/2020 65 Casinghead 5,288 082150

* Currently
Equipped with a

Flare Stack

Appendix 1, Attachment A, Page 2.
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Appendix I
Attachment B

Previously Approved Flare Exception Authorities

. Previous
Previous Previous

Maximum Casinghead Gas
. . Permit orFlare Permit Lease Name & Well Number Lease ID Previous Exception Type . Flare or Gas WellAuthorityNo. Volume GasEnd Date

(MCFD)
25667 Allee UnitA#1H* 15313 Docket No. 01-0299832 3/11/2018 130 Casinghead
24782 Berdoll DIM #AH* 16620 Docket No. 01-0299832 3/11/2018 932 Casinghead
24786 Berdoll DIM #B1H* 16620 Docket No. 01-0299832 3/11/2018 278 Casinghead
32582 Coleman Unit ZAV #C1H 18315 Admin. 4/12/2018 65 Casinghead

Coleman ZAV B NiH & 17910 &32583
Coleman Unit ZAV A #5H 17776

Admin. 4/12/2018 65 Casinghead

32584 Coleman ZAV #D2H & #D3H 17448 Admin. 4/12/2018 80 Casinghead
25668 Flying G Unit DIM #2H* 17478 Docket No. 01-0299832 3/11/2018 112 Casinghead
24785 Gonzalez Unit A Dim #1H* 15689 Docket No. 01-0299832 3/11/2018 506 Casinghead
24894 Howett ZAV #A3H & #B1H* 18015 Docket No. 01-0299832 3/11/2018 183 Casinghead
24895 Kim DIM #B1Ht 16447 Docket No. 01-0299832 3/11/2018 204 Casinghead
25665 KM North ZAV #A1H & #A5H* 15963 Docket No. 01-0299832 3/11/2018 117 Casinghead
25656 KM South ZAV #B3H & #B5H & Bauerle 17123 & Docket No. 01-0299832

(33295) Unit ZAV 1H* 19189 and Admin.
3/11/2018 300 Casinghead

32585 KM-Miller Unit ZAV #1H & #2H 18398 Admin. 4/12/2018 185 Casinghead
32586 KM-Miller Unit ZAV #3H & #4H* 18398 Admin. 4/12/2018 550 Casinghead
24630 LLM ZAV #E3H & #E6H* 15624 Docket No. 01-0299832 3/11/2018 405 Casinghead
32581 Old River Ranch DIM #C1l-lt 15560 Admin. 4/12/2018 150 Casinghead
25719 Pena Creek I #1Il* 15375 Docket No. 01-0299832 3/11/2018 505 Casinghead
25718 Pena Creek I #4H* 15375 Docket No. 01-0299832 3/11/2018 196 Casinghead
24783 Pena Creek I #SH* 15375 Docket No. 01-0299832 3/11/2018 204 Casinghead
25720 Pena Creek I 46H* 15375 Docket No. 01-0299832 3/11/2018 223 Casinghead

Robert Walker Unit ZAV A #7H & 17819 &32587
Robert Walker Unit ZAV B #1H 17827

Admin. 4/12/2018 75 Casinghead

25660 Silva Unit DIM #1H* 16555 Docket No. 01-0299832 3/11/2018 105 Casinghead
25662 Tauber Unit C DIM #3H* 16639 Docket No. 01-0299832 3/11/2018 164 Casinghead
30131 Tidwell East ZAV #A1H & #A3H 16636 Admin. 12/7/2017 250 Casinghead
30089 Tidwell East ZAV #D1H & #D3H* 16636 Admin. 12/6/2017 250 Casinghead
32593 Traylor South ZAV#G1H &#G2H 15766 Admin. 4/12/2018 95 Casinghead
30129 Traylor North #A2H, #A3H & NA4H* 15412 Admin. 12/10/2017 250 Casinghead
32930 Traylor North #C1H* 15412 Admin. 3/11/2018 160 Casinghead

32588 15412&
Admin. 4/12/2018 145 Casinghead

32589 Traylor North #D2H, #D3H & #D5H* 15412 Admin. 4/12/2018 145 Casinghead
32956 Traylor North #F3H* 15412 Admin. 3/11/2018 150 Casinghead
32937 Traylor North #I1H, #13H, NI4H & lUSH4 15412 Admin. 3/11/2018 150 Casinghead
32932 Traylor South ZAV #A3H & #A4H4 15766 Admin. 3/11/2018 150 Casfnghead

32933
Traylor South

#B4H*
#B2H, #B3H &

15766 Admin. 3/11/2018 250 Casinghead

32590 Traylor South ZAV #C1H & #C2H4 15766 Admin. 4/12/2018 145 Casinghead
32591 Traylor South ZAV #C3H, #C4H & #C5H4 15766 Admin. 4/12/2018 200 Casinghead
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. Previous
Previous Previous

Maximum Casinghead Gas
Flare Permit Lease Name & Well Number Lease ID Previous Exception Type

Permit or
Flare or Gas WellAuthorityNo. Volume Gas

End Date
(MCFD)

Traylor South ZAV #C6H & 15766 &32935
Traylor Unit ZAV L #1H* 18230

Admin. 3/11/2018 200 Casinghead

32592 Traylor South ZAV #F1H & #F5H 15766 Admin. 4/12/2018 115 Casinghead
32594 Traylor South ZAV #G3H, #G4H & #GSHt 15766 Admin. 4/12/2018 150 Casinghead
30130 Traylor South ZAV #H1H, #R2H, #H3H* 15766 Admin. 12/10/2017 200 Casinghead
30088 TraylorSouthZAV#H4H &#H5H* 15766 Admin. 12/5/2017 300 Casinghead
32595 Traylor South ZAV #I1H, #12H & #13H* 15766 Admin. 4/12/2018 270 Casinghead
32934 Traylor South ZAV #J1H 15766 Admin. 3/11/2018 75 Casinghead
32596 Traylor Unit ZAV L #2H & #3H 18230 Admin. 4/12/2018 100 Casinghead
32597 Traylor Unit ZAV M #2H 17867 Admin. 4/12/2018 65 Casinghead
32598 Traylor Unit ZAV M #4H & #6W 17867 Admin. 4/12/2018 140 Casinghead
32599 Traylor Unit ZAV N #4H, #5H & #6H* 17653 Admin. 4/12/2018 100 Casinghead
32936 Traylor Unit ZAV N #1H, #2H & #3H 17653 Admin. 3/11/2018 300 Casinghead
25659 Traylor West ZAV#C1H &#C4H* 15993 Docket No. 01-0299832 3/11/2018 111 Casinghead
24784 Von Rosenberg Unit A DIM #1H* 15612 Docket No. 01-0299832 3/11/2018 842 Casinghead
25658 Votaw Unit A DIM #H* 16642 Docket No. 01-0299832 3/11/2018 139 Casinghead
32940 Winterbotham ZAV#U1H &#U2Ht 15744 Admin. 3/11/2018 200 Casinghead

30086
Winterbotham ZAV#A1H, #A2H, #A3H &

15744 Admin. 12/6/2017 200 Casinghead

30087 Winterbotham ZAV #B1H & #B2H* 15744 Admin. 12/6/2017 250 Casinghead
32600 Winterbotham ZAV #B3H, #B4H & #D1H 15744 Admin. 4/12/2018 160 Casinghead
32939 Winterbotham ZAV #D2H, #S1H & #S2H* 15744 Admin. 3/11/2018 300 Casinghead
32938 Winterbotham ZAV #F1H & #F2H 15744 Admin. 3/11/2018 200 Casinghead
32601 Winterbotham ZAV #G2H, #V1H & #V2H* 15744 Admin. 4/12/2018 185 Casinghead
32602 Winterbotham ZAV #G3H & #N1H* 15744 Admin. 4/12/2018 110 Casinghead
32603 Winterbotham ZAV #H2H, #H3H & #IlHt 15744 Admin. 4/12/2018 120 Casinghead
32604 Winterbotham ZAV #12H & #I3H 15744 Admin. 4/12/2018 100 Casinghead
32605 Winterbotham ZAV #J1H & #J2H 15744 Admin. 4/12/2018 135 Casinghead
32941 Winterbotham ZAV #K1H & #J3H* 15744 Admin. 3/11/2018 175 Casinghead
32606 Winterbotham ZAV#K2H 15744 Admin. 4/12/2018 70 Casinghead

Winterbotham ZAV#M1H 15744 Docket No. 01-0299832 3/11/2018 124 Casinghead

32607 Winterbotham ZAV #N2H & #N3H 15744 Admin. 4/12/2018 80 Casinghead

32608
Winterbotham ZAV#D1H, #02H, #D3H &

15744 Admin. 4/12/2018 190 Casinghead

32609 Winterbotham ZAV #Q1H & #Q2H 15744 Admin. 4/12/2018 160 Casinghead
32610 Winterbotham ZAV #R1H 15744 Admin. 4/12/2018 65 Casinghead

* Currently
Equipped with

a Flare Stack

Appendix 1, Attachment B, Page 2.




